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Introduction
i.

Why do we need a Main Street District Plan?
Over the past 30 years, the Main Street movement has transformed the way
communities think about the revitalization and management of their downtowns
and neighborhood commercial districts. Cities and towns across the nation have
come to see that a prosperous, sustainable community is only as healthy as its
core.
As Columbia has seen new development and revitalization in other areas of town,
the community has maintained its focus on Main Street as an important location.
As future development continues in other areas, that focus will need to remain,
even intensify, if Main Street is to remain vibrant.
The City of Columbia and other local partners have invested funding and other
resources into various programs over the years that have been designed to
support Main Street’s success. One purpose for this document will be to catalog
these efforts, evaluate what’s worked and what hasn’t, and then to recommend
steps to an even brighter future.

ii.

Overview of the planning process
This document has been prepared by City of Columbia staff with ongoing input
from three advisory groups representing Main Street merchants, property owners,
and others. It provides a narrative and recommendations to supplement a GISbased atlas of the core Main Street District that has been developed by City staff
and refined through meetings with the Civic Progress Committee, the volunteer
group that advises the City Council on matters related to Main Street.

iii.

Coordination with other plans and Main Street efforts
The Main Street District Plan is meant to build upon previous efforts, evaluate
success and failures, and recommend next steps. All public & private groups that
are currently active in supporting Main Street and its success have been involved
in development of this document. The City of Columbia and those same partners
are also currently pursuing Columbia’s evaluation by the Illinois Main Street
Program as one of its 46 designated communities statewide. Acceptance into the
Illinois Main Street will provide Columbia’s Main Street with technical and
consultative assistance, training and resources to improve its economic, social,
cultural and physical conditions.
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The Rise and Fall of Columbia’s Main Street (History)
i.

Development of Columbia’s Main Street in the 19th & early 20th centuries
Prior to 1788, a number of land claims were scattered over what was then Eagle
Precinct of the Illinois Country, indicating that there were permanent settlements
in what is now Columbia. After the Revolutionary War, many men and their
families who had served with George Rogers Clark received land grants in Monroe
County for their services. Other settlers joined these pioneers along the KaskaskiaCahokia Trail, the first road in Illinois and, as tensions with the natives eased, the
urban population increased. In 1820, the town of Columbia was plotted out and built
on bluffs 500 feet above sea level to protect against the flooding of the Mississippi
River.
Germans began immigrating to the area around 1833, with the majority coming in
the 1840s. United States land agents had traveled to Germany to sell land to
emigrating Germans, who would travel up the Mississippi to St. Louis. American
landowners in the Columbia area often hired the German immigrants who were
not landowners as farmhands. Money was short, so they were given land as
payment, and soon, most of the land belonged to the Germans. Harvests were
rich, the climate was perfect for growing grain, and German thrift, tenacity, and
industriousness changed Columbia from a pioneer settlement to a thriving
community serving farmers from the surrounding area.
Old St. Paul’s Lutheran Church, built in 1849, and the schoolhouse next to the
church, raised about 1862, still remain, and so does the Miller-Fiege Home, built in
1850, which serves today as a museum across Main Street from City Hall. By 1883,
the town of Columbia had a population numbering 1,308.

Columbia’s Main Street in 1910

By 1900, Main Street had become a bustling center for a fast-growing town. The
East St. Louis, Columbia and Waterloo Railway Company ran streetcars down the
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middle of the road, which was unpaved. Streetcars were replaced by automobiles
and the road was paved by 1927, when Columbia became a city. Main Street was
truly the city center during this era with shops, hotels, banks and even a theater
crowding the arterial. Many of the buildings along Main Street today remain from
that period.
ii.

Construction of the Illinois Route 3 bypass & resulting impacts
Columbia’s Main Street—like many others across the nation—suffered decline in
the 1970s when Illinois 3 was routed along the outskirts of town, diverting a
majority of the traffic moving through Monroe County. For nearly two decades,
merchants struggled to keep Main Street alive as a vital retail district while one
after another business closed or moved to larger facilities along the new highway.
At the recommendation of city leaders in 2006, a group of merchants and property
owners formed the Civic Progress Committee. Since that time, the group has
assembled a database of properties and businesses on Columbia’s Main Street,
developed an effective promotional strategy carried out through an effective
merchant’s organization, developed and managed a effective façade improvement
program, and assisted the City of Columbia in designing an 11-block streetscape
renovation (construction of Phase I was completed earlier this year).

iii.

Revitalization efforts from 1970 to the present
The Columbia Civic Progress Committee was created in February, 2006 to
“[p]romote, encourage, and guide the orderly development and use of the
Columbia Main Street Corridor in harmony with the Master Plan of the City and
appropriate Commissions and Boards.” The group was also tasked to “[f]ind and
secure revenue, services, and real or personal property for uses related to the
goals and purposes of the committee, from individuals, organizations, municipal
corporations and any other source permitted by law.”
The Civic Progress Committee (nee “Association”) was successful in developing
building improvement guidelines (in cooperation with the Southwestern Illinois
Planning Commission), initiating a façade grant program, and providing the
impetus to Main Street streetscape renovations. Most importantly, creation of the
committee signaled the commitment of the City and private parties to revitalizing
the city’s core commercial area.
In 2011, a group of Main Street merchants formed the Main Street Business
Association (MSBA), a membership-based not-for-profit organization. This group
organized promotional efforts such as the installation of colorful banners along
Main Street and launching of a Facebook page.
In 2012, City staff began meeting regularly with Main Street merchants for
informal gatherings that were eventually tagged the “Restaurateurs & Retailers
Group” even though it had no official standing. This group was responsible for
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creation of the “Historic Main Street Columbia” (pineapple) brand, launching of
cooperative advertising, and development of a promotional brochure.
In 2013, the City of Columbia and these partnering organizations began pursuing
Columbia’s designation by the Illinois Main Street Program as one of its 46 official
communities statewide. The boundaries for the proposed Main Street Business
District are as represented in Exhibit A.
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What’s Worked
i.

Development of the Civic Progress Committee
The Civic Progress Committee has been instrumental in development of the
ongoing streetscape project and façade improvements, but its most important role
has been to demonstrate the City’s commitment to Main Street, which has
inspired investor confidence and helped to spur reinvestment by business owners
as well as from property owners.

ii.

History and benefits of the Main Street Façade Grant Program
The City of Columbia will match approved façade improvements dollar for dollar
up to $3,000 (as money is available ) to encourage Main Street property owners to
improve their buildings’ “curb appeal” through improvements like new paint,
awnings, shutters, address plaques, window boxes, step and sidewalk work,
landscaping, planters and benches. The improvements must be pre-approved
through the Civic Progress Committee and also be reviewed by the Building
Department.
Since the program was launched in 2006, ten projects have been completed that
leveraged slightly less than $25,000 in grants into almost $87,000 in improvements
(see Exhibit B). The impact upon Main Street and its public image, as the saying
goes, have been priceless.

iii.

Evolution of Main Street events & promotions (from Strassenfest to the present)
In 1959, Columbia's centennial was celebrated with a large community festival. In
1960, the Strassenfest (German for "street festival"), a three-day festival
celebrating the German heritage of the community, was established. Over time,
the Strassenfest outgrew the community and was transferred to St. Louis in 1972;
today, the event now draws tens of thousands of visitors annually to Chesterfield,
MO.

iv.

Development of the banner program and brand
The Main Street Business Association (MSBA) developed a banner program,
launched a Facebook page, developed a brochure (now undergoing its first
revision) and offered training to Main Street merchants. Members of the MSBA
began informally meeting in 2012 with City staff under the rubric “Restaurateurs &
Retailers”; through monthly meetings, this group has become an effective
promotional vehicle for Columbia’s Main Street. This group developed the brand
“Historic Main Street Columbia” and its pineapple (German symbol for “welcome”)
logo, initiated a joint advertising program, and organized a series of merchant
promotions.

v.

Improving Main Street’s streetscape
The City of Columbia has just completed with a $600,000 streetscape project that
will be the first phase of renovation for an eleven-block stretch at the core of the
Main Street Business District. Designed by Oates Associates of Collinsville, the
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project adds bump outs, wider sidewalks, street trees, rain gardens and new street
lights—all of which will help update the infrastructure in Columbia’s core retail
district to make it more pedestrian friendly and attractive.

Columbia’s Main Street as envisioned with streetscape improvements

Extent of the Main Street Streetscape Project
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What Hasn’t Worked
i.

Development gaps and their causes
While Main Street’s vacancy rate is healthy and demand continues to be strong for
storefronts in the district, there are many gaps--some would term them “missing
teeth”--in the building stock. There are also activity gaps that break up sidewalk
traffic by presenting empty spaces or storefronts with little or no activity—an
example is the Harrisonville Telephone Co. switching station, which is adjacent to
empty lots on both sides. Retailers, restaurants, bars and other businesses that
generate sidewalk traffic are often located widely apart even where adjacent
space is available. An inventory of specific sites within the proposed district
boundaries is shown in Exhibit C. All of these gaps detract from the scene of
bustling activity that is often attractive to growing businesses and their customers.

ii.

Outdoor seating & sandwich boards—gaps in regulation?
As a smaller city, Columbia has not yet outgrown some policies (or, rather, lack of
policies) that may become outdated as Main Street continues to revitalize and
become more successful.
Outdoor seating has not generally been of interest to local restaurateurs until the
last few years, as Columbia’s Main Street has become more of a dining hub, but
demand will grow as the streetscape project creates more opportunities for this
type of use. While current regulations do not address it, outdoor seating can add
life to Main Street and this type of activity should be encouraged by the City. The
major impacts that policymakers will need to address is maintaining sidewalk
passage width mandated under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
While sandwich boards (also known as “A boards”) are not currently allowed,
prohibition has not been enforced and this type of advertising is widely present
along Main Street. As the Main Street revitalizes, the City should move to regulate
sandwich boards to ensure appropriate size and placement.

iii.

Laissez-faire allotment of parking
Parking in the Main Street District has developed haphazardly—way too much in
some areas and way too little in others—and, worse, the need for parking has
changed dramatically as uses in the district have changed. For years, the City has
had a laissez-faire (French for “hands off”) approach to parking on Main Street
beyond setting and enforcing onsite parking requirements--this policy has been
common in cities of Columbia’s size across the country in order, it has been
perceived, to reduce barriers to new investment.
Recently, some critics of the laissez-faire approach to parking have maintained
that cities following this approach hurt core area businesses by diminishing
customer access and failing to provide funding mechanisms for creating needed
new parking.
Historic Main Street Columbia
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Over the past few months, City staff has compiled a database of the Main Street
District (Exhibit D) that has been reviewed by the Civic Progress Committee and is
maintained online. The resulting database can provide information regarding
business and building data, required off street parking versus available off street
parking, and available on street parking to help City officials and Main Street
merchants and property owners evaluate the impacts of potential new policies.
iv.

Ineffective guidelines for design & signage
Effective design guidelines and sign regulations unique to the district are essential
to revitalization of any successful Main Street district. To date, efforts to create
either set of guidelines for Columbia’s Main Street have failed.
In 2007, the Southwestern Illinois Planning Commission worked with the Civic
Progress Committee to produce Building Improvement Guidelines for Main Street;
unfortunately, this excellent booklet was apparently never adopted by the City
Council and thus does not provide guidance to builders or property owners.
In 2008, the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 2690, affirming the City’s “intent
to develop a new sign ordinance to be applicable strictly to Main Street” but, after
several meetings, results were inconclusive and the effort ended.

v.

Limited or no directional signage (e.g., from I-255)
Although more than 65,000 vehicles per day travel I-255, most of them remain
unaware of Columbia’s Main Street since there is currently no signage to direct
them from this nearby freeway. The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT)
and the state’s tourism program have set criteria for mounting tourism attraction
panels along the freeway to alert motorists of available commercial tourism
attractions; unfortunately, the criteria exclude most attractions in Columbia due to
distance being measured from the off ramp—as an “urban” community, Columbia
is only allowed signage to one mile away.
Historic Main Street Columbia can meet the state’s criteria at a greater distance
because of special treatment of coordinated marketing efforts involving at least
seven (7) businesses in restored historic buildings. Efforts should continue to gain
approval for signage from IDOT through a more concerted effort.
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Revitalizing Main Street: the Four-Point Approach®
The Main Street Four-Point Approach® provides a comprehensive strategy and a tactical
structure for community revitalization.
i.

What is the Four-Point Approach®?
The Main Street Four-Point Approach® is the foundation for local initiatives to
revitalize central districts by leveraging local assets. The four points of the Main
Street approach work together to build sustainable, complete community
revitalization efforts.

ii.

Organization – an effective and successful Main Street program will establish
consensus and cooperation by building partnerships among various groups that
have a stake in the commercial district. By getting everyone working towards the
same goal, a Main Street program can provide effective, ongoing management
and advocacy for the entire business district. A governing board of directors and
standing committees make up the fundamental organizational structure
of volunteer-driven revitalization programs coordinated and supported by a paid
program director.

iii.

Promotion – seeks to create (or restore) a positive image that will rekindle
community pride and improve consumer and investor confidence in the Main
Street district through advertising, retail promotions, special events, and
marketing campaigns to shoppers, investors, potential business and property
owners, and visitors.

iv.

Design – drives efforts to get Main Street into top physical shape so as to create
a safe, inviting environment for shoppers, workers, and visitors by directing
attention to all of its physical elements: public and private buildings, storefronts,
signs, public spaces, parking areas, street furniture, public art, landscaping,
merchandising, window displays, and promotional materials. Activities
also include enhancing the district's physical appearance through the
rehabilitation of historic buildings, encouraging appropriate new construction,
developing sensitive design management systems, educating business and
property owners about design quality, and long-term planning.

v.

Economic restructuring – strengthens Main Street's existing economic assets
while diversifying its economic base by retaining and expanding successful
businesses to provide a balanced commercial mix, sharpening the
competitiveness and merchandising skills of business owners, and attracting new
businesses that the local and regional markets can support.

vi.

Applying the Four-Point Approach® to Columbia’s Main Street
Most of the four points inherent in the Main Street approach are already under
way in Columbia in one form or another. The Civic Progress Committee, an
advisory group to the City Council, has developed and helped to implement
Historic Main Street Columbia
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some aspects of Design—most notably, the façade grant program and the
genesis of the City’s streetscape program. Restrauteurs & retailers have been
meeting for a good many months in an ad hoc group that is, essentially, a
Promotions Committee. The Main Street Business Association (MSBA) was a
pioneering effort to organize Main Street merchants to successfully field a
banner program and a brochure. What’s needed now is a group that unites the
public & private sectors to address all four areas of concern.
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Historic Main Street Columbia’s New Brand
i.

Branding “Historic Main Street Columbia”
Over the past three years, Main Street merchants and other supporters have
developed the branding of “Historic Main Street Columbia” and have worked to be
consistent in promoting the brand and its logo—the pineapple.
During early Colonial days, families would set a fresh pineapple in the center of the
table as a colorful centerpiece of the festive meal, especially when visitors joined
them in celebration. This symbolized the utmost in welcome and hospitality to the
visitor, and the fruit would be served as a special dessert after the meal.

ii.

Securing a Place for entrepreneurs
The City of Columbia is working to build community commitment to developing a
strong entrepreneurial environment, an initiative which includes the vision of Main
Street as Columbia’s “scale-up row,” where high-impact small businesses can
access education, advice, consulting, capital, networking and greater visibility
matched to individual needs (see Exhibit E).
Most recently, the City has been working with representatives from the Monroe
County Farm Bureau, the University of Illinois Extension and various entrepreneurs
to develop a food hub that would assist expansion of local food systems and
complement the growth of restaurants along Main Street. City efforts will be
targeted to scaling up existing businesses that are already established in the food
system niche.

iii.

Using historic preservation to spur growth
Thirty years ago, many viewed historic preservation as an obstacle to progress, but
today it is clear that historic preservation combines with other factors, such as
urban design and creating a sense of place, to build stronger communities. It also
connects with jobs, property values, heritage tourism and urban revitalization to
help drive economic development. Historic preservation is integral to the ongoing
success of Main Street’s revitalization in Columbia.
Columbia’s Main Street efforts will seek to build upon the community’s status as a
Certified Local Government under both state and federal criteria, using the awardwinning Community Preservation Plan as its bible.
Preservation of Columbia’s heritage is one tactic within an overall strategy to make
Main Street “charming” (see Exhibit F).

iv.

Generating visitor trips from/for Main Street
Every business owner knows (or learns if he/she doesn’t know) that traffic count
drives business success. Every initiative under the new brand—whether it’s
cooperative advertising, special events, or social media--is designed to entice
visitors into that first visit or repeat visits.
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Columbia’s Main Street expects to benefit from recent designation of the old
Kaskaskia-Cahokia Trail (which ran down Main Street) as an Illinois Scenic and
Historic Route, along with the ensuing promotion for local heritage.
v.

Building upon Main Street’s walkability
“Explore Columbia,” the community’s first comprehensive effort to improve
walking and bicycling conditions, was adopted by the City Council in 2013. Facility
recommendations (Exhibit G) included two major items: painted bike lanes and
reverse-angle parking. As reconstruction of the Main Street streetscape is
completed, these items should be evaluated as to their potential benefits for
neighboring segments of Main Street.
Further development of the “GM&O Heritage Trail” along former railroad right of
way—envisioned as a priority in “Explore Columbia”—will help to draw more
bicyclists and walkers into the city’s core area since much of the route for that trail
runs near Main Street. Local residents already walk the sidewalks running along
both sides of Main Street, and it’s a rare time of day (or night) when no walkers
are visible.
Future development of an investment study (see Recommendations) to assess
needs for parking should take into account not just vehicular access but the
impacts to and benefits of pedestrian and bicycle access, as well.
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Recommendations
i.

Building design, signs & zoning
One of the first tasks for the Historic Main Street Columbia Association should be a
more concerted effort to gain IDOT approval to have tourism attraction panels
installed along the freeway to alert travelers to Columbia’s Main Street. The Main
Street organization should also review “Building Improvement Guidelines” and
recommend adoption of elements of this booklet that may provide guidance for
City officials and property owners as they evaluate buildings along Main Street.
In concert with this effort, the Historic Main Street Columbia Association should
also work with City staff to develop a new zoning overlay for the Main Street
District that incorporates findings and recommendations of this plan along with a
new sign ordinance to be applied strictly to Main Street.

ii.

Further streetscape improvements
While the first phase (slightly more than one block) of Columbia’s 11-block
streetscape project has been completed, funding for additional phases has proved
elusive. If grant applications to state and regional sources continue to return
empty, property owners and the City may want to explore local funding options
through a business district or similar financing vehicle (see below).
Complementing the improvements made through the streetscape project, local
property owners and merchants will be funding street furniture (benches, kiosks,
etc.). In addition, the same parties should
work with the City of Columbia to design
and fund way-finding kiosks (see photo)
that incorporate information about
historic landmarks (e.g., the Miller-Fiege
Home, Vogt Building, Kaskaskia-Cahokia
Trail).
Way-finding kiosks with information about historic landmarks (above)

iii.

Organizing for success
In recent application to the Illinois Main Street program, Columbia has proposed a
classic Main Street organizational structure with one exception: the Executive
Director position will be a Full Time Equivalent (FTE) split between a part-time
dedicated employee of the Historic Main Street Columbia Association (HMSCA)
and the Director for Community & Economic Development (DCED) from the City,
who would serve a set number of hours each week as a loaned executive. Once
the HMSCA is formed, the application anticipates that:
1. The Civic Progress Committee will be disbanded and its functions assigned to
the HMSCA, probably thorough a Memorandum of Understanding with the
City;
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2. The Main Street Business Association will be reorganized as the non-profit
vehicle for the HMSCA;
3. The Main Street Restaurateurs & Retailers will be folded into the HMSCA as the
Promotions Committee.
iv.

Redevelopment incentives
Long-term revitalization of Columbia’s Main Street may require funding beyond
what is currently available through existing City sources.
One method that could be brought to bear is establishment of a Tax Increment
Financing (TIF) district. This type of district uses projected future gains in taxes to
finance current improvements that will induce higher property values. TIF is widely
used for this sort of financing; a good example might be the City of Fairview
Heights use of TIF to revitalize its Lincoln Trail Business District. The City of
Columbia has an existing TIF district which has been effectively used and well
managed, serving as a model to other communities statewide.
Another tax incentive that could help finance Main Street improvements is
establishment of a business district. Business districts are authorized by the
Illinois Municipal Code to use sales and hotel/motel taxes raised within the district
to pay for project costs.
Further study will be required to determine the need for, and appropriateness of,
deploying either of these tax incentives.

v.

Transportation & parking improvements
While the City has made great progress in quantifying parking needs, both current
and projected, within the Main Street District, further study and discussion will be
required to identify potential solutions and how to finance them. One method for
addressing the parking shortage in areas showing an ongoing deficit may be the
establishment of an additional public parking lot or lots through purchasing or
leasing private space or through street vacation(s). An investment study to
determine the possible location(s), which must include recommendations for
financing, should be undertaken as soon as possible.

vi.

Housing on Main Street
Many cities encourage housing units as upper floor components of mixed-use
development along Main Street, which can offer both communities and individual
property owners increased opportunities for revitalization while offering more
affordable housing to potential residents. The Civic Progress Committee and City
staff already have information on Main Street properties. A study to determine
the market potential for upstairs housing should be undertaken as soon as
possible.
The study should evaluate not just how many units could potentially be developed
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and where they could be located, but also what regulations should be added,
amended or rescinded in order to make such housing work. One example of such a
regulation would be review of the City’s noise ordinance, which currently only
limits loud noises after 10:00 at night—possibly a deterrent to tenants or
homeowners living across the street from bars or clubs.
vii.

Other recommendations
In 2012, the Civic Progress Committee adopted recommendations from a
presentation (Exhibit H) entitled “Securing a Place for Main Street,” which included
construction of streetscape project (Phase I), a detailed analysis of parking needs
& availability, review of the façade grant program, and cataloging development
gaps along Main Street to identify their causes. The first three of these
recommendations have been completed and the fourth is in process.
Other Securing a Place recommendations included:
a. Seek examples of outdoor seating regulations from other communities;
b. Begin working with the Play Commission & Art on the Bluffs to identify places
on Main Street for pocket parks and public art; and
c. Seek examples of signage regulations from other communities that promote
local businesses without violating historic preservation or “sense of place”.
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